
carmen-cameron: y 
DEO is here: Hi 3D 
carmen-cameron: time is an illusion 
shree D: realizinghealth@hotmail.com 
Doug Thompson: yes 
Doug Thompson: yes 
carmen-cameron: y 
shree D: y 
DEO is here: lol 

ybrezee324:    
shree D: flakey reframed heh 
shree D: commencing with: 
http://www.miraclesinactionpress.com/dthomp74/2009/HTML%20Versions/OD/O
D%201-8%20load.htm   ctrl T 1 B 40r 

shree D: Teddy and light!  to commence reading 
with:http://www.miraclesinactionpress.com/dthomp74/2009/HTML%20Versions/O
D/OD%201-8%20load.htm   ctrl T 1 B 40r 
shree D: http://www.miraclesinactionpress.com/dthomp74/2009/HTML%20Versions/OD/OD%201-
8%20load.htm   ctrl T 1 B 40r 
theo13: I have pleanty of comments, pertinent or not, I never knpw 
DEO is here: lol @ Teddy 
Doug Thompson: 
http://www.miraclesinactionpress.com/dthomp74/2009/HTML%20Versions/OD/OD%201-
8%20load.htm 
shree D: heh heh of course. thanks Doug 
Happy Learner: IF YOU WILL TELL ME WHAT TO DO , I WILL TO DO ONLY THAT and not to do 
what you  would not have me do. 
carmen-cameron: that is the one habitual way that surpasses any plan  
DEO is here: no sound 
Doug Thompson: no sound 
theo13: ok 
theo13: I have to go up stairs 
theo13: one sec 
shree D: k 
Happy Learner: Ready to Listen, Willing to Learn, and Ready to do.. 
DEO is here: ok 
shree D: k 
Happy Learner: the doubtful cannot be ready...for they live in fear and are UNable to do 
Happy Learner: ABLE to DO 
shree D: wb Kate! 
Happy Learner: doubtful are UNable..for they still live in UNcertainty 
Happy Learner: God is the STRENGTH in WHICH I TRUST   wb 47 
carmen-cameron: this is the way - the irrevocable premise - for healing 
Doug Thompson: y 
DEO is here: y 
carmen-cameron: y 
shree D: y 
Happy Learner: ENABLES ME TO DO WHATEVER IS ASKED 
carmen-cameron: yes! 
Doug Thompson: Readiness here means keep your perception right side up, (or valid), so 
you will ALWAYS  be ready, willing, and able. These are the essentials for “listen, 
learn, and do.” 



shree D:  
Doug Thompson: Yes! 
DEO is here: Is this discernment then? 
Doug Thompson: The Holy Spirit's function is "correction of perception" so we can see 
"the real world" 
shree D: we can be in HS perception or ego perception 
carmen-cameron: "healed perception" 
Doug Thompson: the point is not the "Escape from perception" entirely 
carmen-cameron: exACTly! 
Doug Thompson: Superbly relevant point Teddy 
DEO is here: I'm so glad to hear this 
shree D: : ) Deborah 
carmen-cameron: righteous, ted! 

DEO is here: Shree D    
shree D: right! 
shree D: what a release, huh 
DEO is here: yes, absolutely...been a stumbling block for me 
DEO is here: TY Teddy, Doug, Deborah 

Happy Learner:    
carmen-cameron: yes yes yes yes 
Happy Learner: 21 
carmen-cameron: we can - and often do -project WITh the Holy Spirit 
carmen-cameron: mind must project. what it projects is upto each mind. 
carmen-cameron: an example of "the foolish consistency of the ego" 
theo13: he Spiritual Eye is the mechanism of miracles, because what the Spiritual eye 
perceives IS  truth. The Spiritual eye perceives both the Creations of God AND  the 
creations of man 
dovpeace: ask of all things, what is it for?   
dovpeace: what is my Purpose? 
dovpeace: PURPOSE will always tell you 
theo13: Among the creations of man, it can also separate the true from the false by its 
ability to perceive totally rather than selectively. It thus becomes the proper 
instrument for reality testing, which always involves the necessary distinction 
between the true and the false. 
dovpeace: Only in Purpose can we JOYn... 
carmen-cameron: "the real world can actually be percieved." 
theo13: What I was given to understand, today was this...when sone one tries to 
convince someone that "they" don't exist or there are no "others" or "brothers", it is 
actually them who have failed to recognzie the REALITY of thier brother behind the 
illusion they have hid themselves in 
shree D: that is called annihilation Teddy.  
DEO is here: I've run across a bunch of those folks 
theo13: Yes, Deb, as a matter of fact...RIGHT HERE 
shree D: yes 
shree D: hand the mic to Deborah 
shree D: you me lol 
shree D: I ain't Teddy this time round 
DEO is here: lol 
theo13: I'm gonna check what sex I am, cause maybe Doug is right 
dovpeace: JUST CALL ME 
ybrezee324: link ? 



Doug Thompson: sheesh!  Did I? 
DEO is here: Yes Teddy 
Doug Thompson: BTW THAN YOU Teddy for that contribution!!! 
ybrezee324: Doug, was the link posted? 
shree D: Maz! 
shree D: oops. he left  
theo13: So it is entirely possible to ask the HOLY SPIRIT/using the spiritual eye, to 
understand a "situation right mindedly" and know the delineation of inter and intra 
personal boundaries, so as to "see" who is actually responsible for error or the 
thoughts of the un-purified minds 
shree D: I will post it yvonne... just a sec 
shree D: http://www.miraclesinactionpress.com/dthomp74/2009/HTML%20Versions/OD/OD%201-
8%20load.htm   ctrl T 1 B 40v 
DEO is here: Teddy, can that also be called discernment? 
carmen-cameron: FYI: this kind of rhythm/rhyming is said to be a noted characteistic of 
Jesus's sayings in their original Aramaic. 
shree D: interesting, Carmen! 
theo13: and it is the miracle workers responsibility to KNOW with certainty, that 
whoever's mind is reacting with non-purified thinking can be corrected by the HS that 
is always available 
dovpeace: ALL DIVINE ALWAYS 
dovpeace: ADA 
theo13: well, Deb, as Jesus never uses "discernment' in the Course I am always 
hesitant to go there as I am never sure of another's experience when the term 
discernment is used 
DEO is here: OK, thanks 
carmen-cameron: vision 
dovpeace: TRUST ...tRUST IN sTRENGTH OF gOD  is discerning 
shree D: we are not to awe Jesus, ony God 
shree D: I think a lot of people awe, Jesus 

ybrezee324:   got that link, I crashed 
theo13: If people tell me they can discern, on their own with out the Holy 
Spirit/Spirituaal eye, I would have to question it 
shree D: need it again Yvonne? 
DEO is here: yes Teddy 
shree D: or do you still have it? 
DEO is here: makes sense 
ybrezee324: I have it now thx 
shree D: k, yw 
carmen-cameron: our total equality is a HUGE piece of the Course 

OmSan1320: hi gang     
dovpeace: yes 
shree D: Maz! wb! 

dovpeace:    
shree D: http://www.miraclesinactionpress.com/dthomp74/2009/HTML%20Versions/OD/OD%201-
8%20load.htm   ctrl T 1 B 40x 
OmSan1320: why should a student respect or listen to " a symbol in Helen's mind" ? 
carmen-cameron: even the Holy Spirit does not demand or command 

DEO is here: Maz, the course works whether we believe in it or not    
carmen-cameron: "a reasonable amount" at the beginning leads to total obedience 
eventually 



OmSan1320: chopped sound here. re-boot. bbl. 
shree D: I didn't see you leave, I thought something must have happened. 
theo13: I can't understand how anyone can turn Jesus into a "symbol" after reading 
lines, without seeing they remain subject to a very intense authority problem, and 
then try to convince someone they have achieved a higher level of understanding... 
theo13: that's when the word "crap" tends to get uttered by me 
theo13: LOL 
carmen-cameron: me 2 ted (only in private) lol 
shree D: lol Carmen 
shree D: n 
shree D: nope! 
shree D: I didn't 
theo13: guess that's the difference between you and in...I say it whenever is feels and 
smells right to use' 
theo13: LOL 
shree D: Lee! 

heavensong1234:  
carmen-cameron: one = of one kind 
heavensong1234: shree? 
heavensong1234: ONE=the same 
shree D: aka Deborah Maltman, Lee 
heavensong1234: and nothing else 
shree D: http://www.miraclesinactionpress.com/dthomp74/2009/HTML%20Versions/OD/OD%201-
8%20load.htm   ctrl T 1 B 40aa 
heavensong1234: hi deb 
carmen-cameron: NOT miracles!!! 
theo13: the only caveat, I would add to what Doug just mentioned is that jesus does 
say that everything IS limited by the nature of its creation, and then he reffers to the 
creation of the SON never being able to create the Father 
heavensong1234: teddy i like you being here too 
heavensong1234: this is the BSET class on paltalk 
heavensong1234: awaiting dinner guests HAD to pop in 
theo13: I like being where I am...near the grill with racks of baby backs on it 
theo13: good thing its not a spelling class 
heavensong1234: between brothers 
shree D: It IS a spelling class Teddy. I doubt you would be fearful. : ) 
heavensong1234: the miracle joins brothers with one another 
heavensong1234: relation joins the father and the son 
heavensong1234: revelation 
heavensong1234: father TO the son 
gilligger: " By their fruits" everyone is known. Did anybody invite Jesus into this room 
today?  
shree D: so much for students calling themselves God. There IS a difference. 
heavensong1234: i can't shake him maz 

heavensong1234:  
heavensong1234: he's always with me 

gilligger:      
theo13: I failed spelling once in 3rd grade, I have yet to forgive the nun for putting a 

69 in red with a circle around it on my report card   
shree D: gilligigger/Maz? 



heavensong1234: yes that IS interesting 
theo13: I'm waiting for her to comeback as my daughter so i can ground her on prom 
night 

gilligger: hi deb   
heavensong1234: that must be because the Holy Spirit cannot see "need" of any kind 
shree D: Maz! 
heavensong1234: it only perceives perfection 
gilligger: "it" is appropriate for Holy Spirit, lee. thx 
shree D: lovingly, of course Teddy 
carmen-cameron: Jesus' original role in salvation - miracles - is later given to the HS 
heavensong1234: i am drinking a glass of wine (first time while EVER reading this) please forgive 
gilligger: red or white? 
theo13: For her own "good" Deb! 
gilligger: or rosé? 
heavensong1234: red (hiccup) 
shree D: yes Teddy! of course. 
gilligger: lol 
Doug Thompson: 
http://www.miraclesinactionpress.com/dthomp74/2009/HTML%20Versions/OD/OD%201-
8%20load.htm  T 1 B 40ad 

heavensong1234: my daughter bought sangria and we loaded it with fruit   
heavensong1234: wow a miracle.....the gift that keeps on giving 

heavensong1234: yeah baby  
theo13: How did you fit in the bowl, Lee? 

heavensong1234:    
gilligger: its not a fruit case, ted 
shree D: yes 
shree D: Debra! 
shree D: http://www.miraclesinactionpress.com/dthomp74/2009/HTML%20Versions/OD/OD%201-
8%20load.htm   ctrl T 1 B 41c 

heavensong1234:    
dovpeace: never metaphor i didnt like 
heavensong1234: i like the way doug says.....battry 
dovpeace: light comes, DARK DISAPPEARS 
theo13: that's because he's from Canada, not southie 
heavensong1234: it's sweet lol 
MsBee777: Thanks for the link Deb.....I think I located where we are reading from 
gilligger: <joke on> doug sounds like Ken Wapnick on valium. 
heavensong1234: doug sounds like ken actually speaking about the Course 
heavensong1234: lol 
heavensong1234: witha  resurrected Jesus 
carmen-cameron: Doug makes a lot more sense 
shree D: yw Debra 

heavensong1234:    
heavensong1234: amen! 
heavensong1234: so get me off of the pedestal teddy! 
gilligger: not when it comes to editing, carmen. imho 
shree D: when we all come together, I will sing!! : ) 



theo13: if anything is less or more then WHOLE Relationship would be impossible and 
never could occur 
MsBee777: Thanks for that description Doug....appreciate the clarity 
MsBee777: lol....Deb....I will sing now.....just off key.....I will sing then...perfectly!  lol 
heavensong1234: it just means no more hassles death and schedules 
heavensong1234: yippeeeee 
shree D: heh heh, Debra. I can't stand my own singing lots of times. It is pretty horrible 
if I really get into the swing of it. 
gilligger: what song, deb? cool 
shree D: me Maz? 
MsBee777: me too.....I've been specifically told NOT TO SING....but I can't help it....I 
love music and singing 
shree D: all! 
gilligger: ' don't worry be happy' ? 
heavensong1234: LOL 
heavensong1234: it is making me WAY too friendly 
heavensong1234: haha! 
shree D: hahaha Lee 
theo13: just don't let  it make you puke! 
carmen-cameron: we've made our lives complex to avoid getting to know ourselves and 
each other 
shree D: http://www.miraclesinactionpress.com/dthomp74/2009/HTML%20Versions/OD/OD%201-
8%20load.htm   ctrl T 1 B 41e 
theo13: meaning, sooner or latter we are all saved from needing time, andtherfore 
space at all for learning 
heavensong1234: oh carmen what a sweet innocent way to put it 
DEO is here: True Carmen, ego makes things complicated  
MsBee777: I'm going to crank up the volume and lay down and listen...thankyou so 
much Deb & Doug....I appreciate your sharing 
shree D: yw Debra 
heavensong1234: kelly is doing the same thing 
theo13: since I was about 12-13 I always took time to get to know myself...I dated 
myself on many saturday nights...took myself out a lot 
heavensong1234: listening here with eyes closed 
heavensong1234: loveless or miraculous channels 
heavensong1234: empty shell 
heavensong1234: but is always creating 
heavensong1234: no matter how regressed teddy still have potential 
gilligger: ARRESTED DEVELOPMENT, like Tommy Gold siad yesterday, can also be 
gilligger: <tom glod> u can study the book for 40 yrs, and not get it. 
gilligger: And you can burn the book and still learn it. 
gilligger: that's the beauty of it. 
gilligger: <unquote> 
Call-2-Joy-N: 2? 
shree D: ego can not create nothing. fascinating.  
carmen-cameron: ego MIScreates 
dovpeace: there are no neutral thoughts... 
carmen-cameron: ego uses the power of mind but does so badly 
shree D: yes-- Carmen 
shree D: well put 
dovpeace: Made lovelessly.. interprets poorly... 
dovpeace: having no idea what WORTH  IS 
carmen-cameron: having blocked communication from God 



carmen-cameron: ego has no wisdom 
dovpeace: weakness must defend ..defenses hide truth 
dovpeace: LOVE THE TRUTH 
gilligger: lol, sounds familiar, steve. 
dovpeace: Law of perception... we hear what we want to hear 
Return to Innocence_Kate: bull dust 
Return to Innocence_Kate: bull dropping 
dovpeace: we see what we want to see 
Return to Innocence_Kate: s 
dovpeace: nothing more 
dovpeace: nothing less 
carmen-cameron: it's another projection 
Jackson000: words are 2 steps removed from reality...reality being experience. No 
cause words stir up feelings and can move to miracles thru conduit of words 
Return to Innocence_Kate: bull poos 
Return to Innocence_Kate: bovine faeces 
shree D: great question Steve!! 
theo13: Yea, that 
ybrezee324: then words are just empty 
dovpeace: what is the purpose? to make holy? 
dovpeace: its DONE 
Anam Cara: words are meaningless without the Power of God is how I see them.  
Jackson000: we use words as symbols to move thought forward 
ybrezee324: when they Can have the Power of God 
carmen-cameron: words project love or project nothing (meaninglessness) 
theo13: that's what good course students say when th ey don't want to listen and 
won't admit they are pissed 
theo13: LOL 
gilligger: depending on the one employing words. 
ybrezee324: g1 teddy 
dovpeace: THE TRUTH WILL PISS YOU OFF 
dovpeace: when interpreted poorly 
shree D: hahaha Teddy. the ego system response 
gilligger: No it sets me free. 
carmen-cameron: truth feels like attack until we're ready to hear it 
ybrezee324: good for nothing 
shree D: good point Carmen 

DEO is here: hi yvonne    
ybrezee324: hi Deb 
Jackson000: I don't agree with that analysis. Doug you are intepreting words as bad 
that is all you 

ybrezee324:    

DEO is here:    
Jackson000: a word is as neutral as the world 
dovpeace: who is your interpreter  WILL TELL YOU WHAT YOU WANT TO HEAR... IF I HAVE 
ALREADY JUDGED...WORDS ARE MEANINGLESS 
dovpeace: I WILL HEAR WHAT THE EGO CHOOSES 
Jackson000: yes dov 
dovpeace: that is a law 
dovpeace: LAW OF PERCEPTION 



theo13: not only does he say they are meaningful....he says, "These words are the 
words of GOD to be kept HOLY forever." 
dovpeace: inviolate 
carmen-cameron: you can use a word to project love and a person can hear it as attack, if 
they're not willing to accept the love you offer (yet) 
dovpeace: yes carmen...WHAT IS my purpose? 
dovpeace: TO heal? OR TO be right? 
gilligger: Judaic Law? 
dovpeace: THAT WILL DETERMINE WHAT I HEAR 
Jackson000: interpretation "that means" is individual choice for ego or spirit 
Jackson000: content is what counts 
Jackson000: yes doug 
dovpeace: AS JESUS TEACHES IT 
dovpeace: MUST BE 
Jackson000: All behavior teaches the beliefs that motivate it 
Call-2-Joy-N: y\ 
Doug Thompson: right! 
shree D: love can not be defined with words 
carmen-cameron: 2 visions 
Doug Thompson: and no two people can read any sentence and emerge with EXACTLY 
the same understanding 

dovpeace:    
dovpeace: only in purpose are we joyned 
Jackson000: learn how to look on all things/situations with love, appreciation and open 
mindedness.......true perception 
shree D: yikes 
Jackson000: you have no idea of all the lovliness you can see. Remember perception is a 
choice 
shree D: yes Jack! 
Jackson000: evil comes from duality which is unreal 
shree D: dov! good to have you here in this session, today. It is a rare occurance. I 
appreciate you have attended! 
carmen-cameron: the Aramaic word translated as "evil" in English literally means 
"unripe" 
shree D: wow Carmen. perfec 
shree D: t 

carmen-cameron: cool info, isn't it?  
shree D: very! 
shree D: I love etymology too. 
gilligger: In Aramic, ' moving mountains'  means problem solving. 
carmen-cameron: "evil" is really immature, spiritually 
carmen-cameron: yes as an idiom 
theo13: like when you guys mention FAT and my name in the same sentance, that's not 
a judgment, its merely a statement of fat, I mean fact 
gilligger: no its a miscreation, doug 
Jackson000: the opposite of love is fear, but what is all-encompassing can have no 
opposite. Nothing unreal exists.     Our own miscreation 
carmen-cameron: lol teddie 
gilligger: not a creation 
shree D: I love that, evil is undergoing a maturation process. dynamically 
transformative. 
Jackson000: miscreation 



gilligger: this distinction is the difference between life and death. 
shree D: lol Teddy 
DEO is here: lol Teddy 
Jackson000: the idea of evil is merely a miscreation 
gilligger: Stove burning, ted? 
DEO is here: Teddy, I got a nice shift from your teaching this am 
theo13: its when you think you are going to feel better about yourself if you diet, so 
you don't look like me in a few years, that you have judged yourself NOW 
Jackson000: unhealed thoughts can become projection of guilt onto others 
gilligger: jack, i'll go italic. 
Jackson000: there you go Doug ....good one 
shree D:  Deborah Gary! 
Jackson000: gilliger. I'll change color maybe 
Call-2-Joy-N: yes ty Doug  
Jackson000: Call-2-Joy  Hmmmmmm lol 
Call-2-Joy-N: & all 
Jackson000: biomimicry 
shree D: thanks for the questions Steve! 
gilligger: yes. 
theo13: I think he says forgive ME for what you made of me 
carmen-cameron: no sound 
shree D: no words, only sound, Maz 
Call-2-Joy-N: sound? 
shree D: buzzy electronic now quiet 
shree D: nothing 
shree D: doug has his hand up 
shree D: can you pass the mic Maz, there is no sound 
ybrezee324: no sound, make sure you mic is plugged in or on 
carmen-cameron: MAZ - NO SOUND 
shree D: MAZ.. are you stuck? 
shree D: thanks Steve 
gilligger: darn. i'm sorry 
Call-2-Joy-N: yvw 
carmen-cameron: lol 

gilligger:  this was important but can be repeated anytine  
shree D: http://www.miraclesinactionpress.com/dthomp74/2009/HTML%20Versions/OD/OD%201-
8%20load.htm   ctrl T 1 B 41h 
Call-2-Joy-N: only way i know how?lol? 
gilligger: sorry 
ybrezee324: HS said not just yet Maz sorry 
Call-2-Joy-N: so far?lol? 
gilligger: yup lol 
Jackson000: what book are you guys using now? 
Call-2-Joy-N: Urtext? Jack 
Doug Thompson: 
http://www.miraclesinactionpress.com/dthomp74/2009/HTML%20Versions/OD/OD%201-
8%20load.htm 
shree D: sorry you couldn't get you mic working Maz, I was entirely keen to hear what 
you had to say! 
Jackson000: Helen's comments...since when did Helen know anything 
shree D: heh heh Yvonne, I love your comment re Maz/mic 
shree D: that is an interesting line, Doug 
shree D: Christian! 



Christian Passy UK:    
carmen-cameron: miracles are cooperative efforts 

Christian Passy UK: I have been listening on the radio   thankyou all 
shree D: http://www.miraclesinactionpress.com/dthomp74/2009/HTML%20Versions/OD/OD%201-
8%20load.htm   ctrl T 1 B 41j 
shree D: super Christian! 
Christian Passy UK: heya heya 
Christian Passy UK: oh yes 
Christian Passy UK: ty Shree 
carmen-cameron: every creation requires agreement 
Jackson000: Equality does not imply homogeneity......that is dumb. They are not even in the same 
domain or realm. 
Jackson000: homogeneity is a totally different domain than equality....why would anyone ever 
think to compare them 
Jackson000: homogeny is sameness. Equality is equanimity or equalness and, of course, has no 
dimensions that are near homogeneity by mere definition. 
shree D: Neil! 
shree D: http://www.miraclesinactionpress.com/dthomp74/2009/HTML%20Versions/OD/OD%201-
8%20load.htm   ctrl T 1 B 41m 
neilmcgregor: was listening on radio dear shree 
Jackson000: the text in insulting intelligence 

shree D: good to hear Neil  
Jackson000: there are on different planes 
Christian Passy UK: different qualities are of equal value 
Jackson000: still has nothing to do with equality 
Call-2-Joy-N: W/o Helen's awarness, or realization, or Knowinf" that Helenwasn't really 
happy with her work environment w/ bill why would she realise her tolerence for 
"PAIN" and "SEEK" or ask for a "Better" Way Jack Jackson??? 
carmen-cameron: ego isn't rational 
carmen-cameron: yes 
Doug Thompson: go on 
carmen-cameron: great need 
gilligger: 274. When EVERYONE has EVERYTHING, individual contributions to the 
Sonship will no longer be necessary. 
carmen-cameron: many Course students would impose homogeniety now and deny the 
need for special agents now 
teddy_1952_1: many course student impose homogeneity, so as not to have to give 
credability to the learning of brothers who have actually been using the Course as it 
was intended 
carmen-cameron: agreed, teddie 
gilligger: Special agents reside in Knowldege, not perception. 
carmen-cameron: Helen was a special agent 
gilligger: They sharethe dual function of the Holy Spirit. 
gilligger: Residing in Knowledge, facilitating True Perception. 
Jackson000: forgiveness is the last work in the illusion  
gilligger: He witnesses for us. 
gilligger: Thank you Jesus. 
shree D: what an undertaking, Jesus. : ) 
shree D: yes, Maz, Thank you Jesus! 
carmen-cameron: me 2! 



Jackson000: this urtext seems more appropriate for those who enjoy the role   fCourse Historians. 
The real message for all of us to learn is miracle-working! ! 

ybrezee324:     Deb & Doug 
gilligger: Thanks Doug Deb And Gang. 
ybrezee324: thx all 
neilmcgregor: thank you yes it is a worthwhile project 

Christian Passy UK: thankyou Helen, Bill, Jesus, Doug, Shree D, everyOne    
Christian Passy UK: lol 
Christian Passy UK: haha 
gilligger: bye and waves of joy to CANada 
Jackson000: Helen never really understood the message of the Course...not really. Why so much 
emphasis on Helen? I often wonder.  
gilligger: toujours. 
ybrezee324: Love you Forever too 
shree D: heh heh 
ybrezee324: ALL 

Christian Passy UK: welcome Carmen    
ybrezee324: too 
shree D: Maz, you prolly know how to say the french properly. 
shree D: oh Carmen!! 
Call-2-Joy-N: ty deb & doug & "USU" "ALL" 

gilligger: I am tri-lingual, but French is a bit shallow here  

ybrezee324:   sorry Carmen Feel Wellness as it is sent to you  
shree D: I thought you were so quiet Carmen. 

Doug Thompson: Let's all call down a MIRACLE for Carmen to help the "magic"  
shree D: aaahhh nice idea Doug. 
shree D: lol Carmen 
shree D: ok Maz.  
Jackson000: Call-2-Joy......I believe we all have times when we have said, "There must be a better 
way". It is a very common comment by all humanity. Nothing unique about that statement 
gilligger: 274. When the Atonement has been completed, ALL talents will be shared by 
ALL of the Sons of God. God is NOT partial. All of his children have His total love, and 
all of his gifts are given freely to everyone alike. 
Doug Thompson: There is nothing unusual about thinking "there must be a better way" 
but there is perhaps something less usual in making a collaborative commitment with 
and to a colleague TO FIND IT! 
shree D: and I am going to find it, Jack, is not the usual thing to add to the statement 
gilligger: less usual, doug? Yes, that's proven. 
shree D: yeh Maz. I will be able to sing! glory be! 
Call-2-Joy-N: Yes Jackson If We all individually had scribed the course "IN" the "Dream" 
script It would s 
shree D: heh 
gilligger: hahaha, deb 
Call-2-Joy-N: "SEEM" that we all had the same special talents to offer to Jesus or the 
Holy Spirt for His Purposes??LOL?? Jack 
Jackson000: Helen is not special, neither is Bill. Cause none of us are special. If we think she is or 
Bill is, we are listening to the voice of the ego 
neilmcgregor: we are wonderfully unique 



Call-2-Joy-N: Havn't seen you face to face since the pathways of light retreat that You 
attended in July of 2005 ? 
just gimme the light_1: hi everyone 
gilligger: yes, neil, God' Oneness is a Oneness of Relationship. 
Call-2-Joy-N: "Special Talents" mentioned in a Course In Miracles  
Call-2-Joy-N: 1st. 2nd. & 3rd. editions by Facim 
Jackson000: we are all coded for STARDOM! We were born perfect. 
shree D: Light! 
Call-2-Joy-N: "SOULS" created "Perfect"? 
Call-2-Joy-N: Bodies? 
Jackson000: Call for Joy......are you talking to me? So I know you? 
Call-2-Joy-N: maybe/maybe not? 
Call-2-Joy-N: sure jack 
Jackson000: yes 2005 PAthways I attended in summer 
Call-2-Joy-N: yes we've met in person? 
Jackson000: your name? 
Call-2-Joy-N: in kiel wis.? 
Call-2-Joy-N: u had a bike w/U? 
Call-2-Joy-N: steve  
Jackson000: no I did not have a bike with me. Your name is....? 
Call-2-Joy-N: I don't think your memory serves? 
Call-2-Joy-N: still Steve? 
Doug Thompson: YES! 
Jackson000: Hi Steve 
Call-2-Joy-N: I had your back in the HocOme exercise that Dennis Gaither did on friday 
Night??LOL? 
Call-2-Joy-N: Hi Jack! 
Doug Thompson: lol 
Jackson000: the word "obedience" has some triggers that may not fit Course nomenclature 
Doug Thompson: "Good News is that the Kingdom has come and is as close to you as 
your hand" would be the New Testament context 
Jackson000: Yes, Steve I remember that. However, your comment "I had your back" is about 
defensiveness that is illusory and made up by you in miscreation 
Call-2-Joy-N: Still Jack Roddy correct?? Jack?LOL 
shree D: that was a big boot 
Jackson000: Steve, your thoughts that lead you to believe you "had my back" were from the guilt 
induced thought system of ego 
 

 


